Transcriptome map of mouse isochores in embryonic and neonatal cortex.
Several studies on adult tissues agree on the presence of a positive effect of the genomic and genic base composition on mammalian gene expression. Recent literature supports the idea that during developmental processes GC-poor genomic regions are preferentially implicated. We investigate the relationship between the compositional properties of the isochores and of the genes with their respective expression activity during developmental processes. Using RNA-seq data from two distinct developmental stages of the mouse cortex, embryonic day 18 (E18) and postnatal day 7 (P7), we established for the first time a developmental-related transcriptome map of the mouse isochores. Additionally, for each stage we estimated the correlation between isochores' GC level and their expression activity, and the genes' expression patterns for each isochore family. Our analyses add evidence supporting the idea that during development GC-poor isochores are preferentially implicated, and confirm the positive effect of genes' GC level on their expression activity.